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Environmental Sustainability and

Global Health Law
The Case Study of Globalizing Artificial Photosynthesis

Tom A. Faunce, Anton Wasson, and Kim Crow

1. Introduction
The reality of anthropogenic climate change and its adverse global health and envir-
onmental impacts, biodiversity loss, pollution, and interference with the bio-chemical
boundaries for safe occupation of the planet, highlight the importance of considering
global human health and its governance in close connection with that of our biosphere.
Yet jurisprudence related to global health remains fundamentally anthropocentric.
Distributive justice and respect for human dignity, for example, are central to academic
and policy debates over normative responses to climate change yet have a primary focus
on the interests, responsibilities, and rights of human beings. The hypothesis explored
here is that the normative basis of global health law, particularly as a result of the
pressures first mentioned, is undergoing a shift in which environmental sustainability is
granted equivalent status with distributive justice as a foundational social virtue. The
increasing consideration being given to the granting of enforceable legal rights to
ecosystems (wilderness areas, rivers, forests, valleys, for example) appears to be a
manifestation of this normative transition.

The case study used here to explore this issue involves the potential global utilization
of artificial photosynthesis technology in all human structures (roads, buildings,
vehicles, for example). Large national research projects are now focused on utilizing a
variety of approaches, including nanotechnology, to not only replicate but also improve
upon the process of photosynthesis (in very basic and simplified terms the creation of
hydrogen fuels and food using sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide). This new tech-
nology could have significant health impacts globally—not only adding atmospheric
oxygen but reducing morbidity and mortality from lack of safe, accessible energy for
heating, cooking, and transport, providing locally sourced hydrogen fuel and water
(burning hydrogen produces a relatively small amount of fresh water), starch-based
food and greenhouse gas mitigation (from atmospheric carbon dioxide reduction), as
well as fertilizer (by fixing atmospheric nitrogen as ammonia). Our hypothesis is that
the global roll-out of such ‘green’ technology is likely to be facilitated if governed by
principles and instruments arising from a more non-anthropocentric, environmental
sustainability-focused global health law. As will be explained, this may have health law
reform implications ranging from domestic legal patent regimes to World Trade
Organization (WTO) agreements, bilateral, regional, and international trade and
investment agreements, the United Nations Millennium Development Goals, and a
host of international conventions and declarations concerning climate change, the right
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to enjoy the benefits of science and its applications, the right to health and the concept
of the common heritage of humanity.

2. Environmental Sustainability as a Foundational Social Virtue
Just as with human individuals, societies develop and maintain virtues through com-
mitment (often overtly associated with conscience) to consistently implement, in the
face of obstacles, principles applicable equally to the actions of most people. Legal
institutions at community, national, and international levels are critical to this process.
When running efficiently it results in a transparent and accountable governance
framework known as the ‘rule of law’ which some jurisprudential scholars (in recent
times notably John Rawls and Ronald Dworkin) influentially have linked to the ideal of
a freely consented social contract. The consistent and predictable application of general
principles, more specific rules, and rights derived from those foundational virtues, in
turn sustains them and the society they characterize. Distributive justice, freedom, and
equality are widely regarded as examples of foundational social virtues underpinning a
normative system such as global health law.1

Yet the environmental context in which we debate the existence and application of
such virtues and the principles derived from them is rapidly changing. Scientific
evidence, for instance, now seems overwhelming that climate change is likely to have
a devastating impact on the health of many societies, with more adverse impacts on
vulnerable populations, other species, and continuing harm to the interests of future
generations.

The notion of distributive justice, for instance, arguably underpins the notion of
‘common but differentiated responsibilities’ that itself forms the normative basis of a
central document for global health law, the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).2 The UNFCCC requires developed countries (Annex II
states) to ‘provide such financial resources, including for the transfer of technology,
needed by developing country Parties to meet the agreed full incremental costs of
implementing measures’3 agreed between the developing countries and the financial
mechanism of the convention, the Global Environment Facility (GEF).4 All parties
under the convention are to cooperate in the ‘development, application and diffusion’5

of technologies to combat climate change, including obligations to engage in technol-
ogy transfer recognizing common but differentiated responsibilities and national and
regional development priorities.6 Indeed the extent to which developing countries need
to meet their obligations under this agreement depends on the ‘effective implementa-
tion by developed country Parties of their commitments under the Convention related
to financial resources and transfer of technology and will take fully into account that
economic and social development and poverty eradication are the first and overriding
priorities of the developing country Parties’.7

1 I. Kant, ‘Principles of the Doctrine of Virtue’ in M.J. Gregor (ed), Collected Works (San Francisco,
CA: Harper & Row, 1996) 502. J. Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Harvard, MA: 1st edn, Harvard
University Press, 1971). R. Dworkin, Law’s Empire (Stanford, CA: 3rd edn, Stanford University
Press, 2012). T.A. Faunce, Who Owns Our Health (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2009).
2 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, opened for signature 9 May 1992,

1771 UNTS 107, S Treaty Doc No 102-38.
3 UNFCCC (n 2) Art 4.3. 4 UNFCCC (n 2) Art 11.
5 UNFCCC (n 2) Art 4.1(c). 6 UNFCCC (n 2) Art 4.1.
7 UNFCCC (n 2) Art 4.7.
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Under the Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC8 (under which the greenhouse gas
emission reduction targets for 2013–20 were by 2014 still to enter into force) the
commitments are expanded to require diffusion of technology to all countries but with
an emphasis on developing countries; all parties committing to:

. . . the promotion of effective modalities for the development, application and diffusion of, and
take all practicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the transfer of, or
access to, environmentally sound technologies, know-how, practices and processes pertinent
to climate change, in particular to developing countries, including the formulation of policies
and programs for the effective transfer of environmentally sound technologies that are publicly
owned or in the public domain and the creation of an enabling environment for the private
sector, to promote and enhance the transfer of, and access to, environmentally sound
technologies.’9

One area identified as enabling such private and public sector technology transfer is the
protection of intellectual property rights.10 The Copenhagen Accord, a non-binding
political agreement developed through the UNFCCC, established the Copenhagen
Green Climate Fund and a mechanism to accelerate the development and transfer of
renewable energy technology.11

Yet, significant jurisprudential difficulties have arisen in incorporating this combined
global health threat (to human populations and their environment) into established
jurisprudential theories of distributive justice. Theories focused on welfare compo-
nents, sharing of resources or enhancing capabilities, while emphasizing principles of
reciprocity, equality, priority, or sufficiency, struggle to deal with just access of
populations to something as ubiquitous as the atmosphere and climate. Similarly,
future generations and ecosystems, though their health is increasingly considered
relevant in global health law debates, have a problematic status as ethical interest or
legal rights holders under most established systems of distributive justice. Also prob-
lematic is the fact that human-driven climate change operates on a time scale beyond
the experience of most contemporary policy-makers and its related equity issues are
controversially framed in terms of economy-threatening national aggregate or per
capita, historical industrial-related responsibilities for greenhouse gas emissions, sever-
ity of likely impacts (prolonged droughts in developing sub-tropical regions), or
education and financial capacity to cope.12

Calls have been made for a new normative approach that more transparently and
comprehensively encompasses our environmental duties and motivates people to
respect them. Theorists supporting in this context the role of distributive justice, for
example, could simply borrow appropriate bits and pieces from the normative foun-
dations of contemporary environmental law—such as theories relating to the com-
mons, public choice, welfare economics, and ecology. Likewise, they could draw upon
aspects of cosmopolitan political theory, or promote incremental change based on new,

8 Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework on Climate Change UN Doc FCCC/CP/
1997/7/Add. 1, Dec. 10, 1997; 37 ILM 22 (1998).

9 Kyoto Protocol (n 8) Art 10(c).
10 C. Hutchison, ‘Does TRIPS Facilitate or Impede Climate Change Technology Transfer into

Developing Countries?’ (2006) 3 University of Ottawa Law and Technology Journal 524.
11 UNFCCC (n 2).
12 E.A. Page, Climate Change, Justice and Future Generations (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2006).

W. Steffen, ‘A Truly Complex and Diabolical Problem’ in J.S. Dryzek, R.S. Norgaard, and
D. Schlosberg, Climate Change and Society (Oxford: OUP, 2011) 21.
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globally democratic processes of adjudication or legislation.13 A more elegant approach,
it is argued here, is simply to accept that the situation requires the theoretical develop-
ment of a non-anthropogenic foundational social virtue: environmental sustainability.

That environmental sustainability is a worthy candidate for such a foundational
jurisprudential virtue already emerges, it can reasonably be claimed, in the first place
from the widespread resonance in influential environmental policy lobby groups of
so-called ‘ecocentric’ or ‘biocentric’ ethics. This is linked with so-called ‘Gaia Theory’
(which treats the processes underlying the biogeochemical homeostasis of the earth as
akin to those of a single living entity), or ‘Deep Ecology’ (in which the interests and
rights of the natural world are considered no less important than those of humanity)
and finding soft-norm expression in documents like the Earth Charter or Earth
Manifesto. Environmental sustainability, when articulated from such sources, appears
as an emerging social virtue giving rise to two primary principles (the consistent
application of which sustains the virtue itself). The first is that the flourishing and
diversity of non-human life-forms should have intrinsic value requiring protection by
policies and technologies that reduce the number of humans along with their demands
on those other species. The second holds that human flourishing itself should require a
deepening respect for right relationships with ecosystems that are reflected in the
choices our species makes about the use of new technologies.

Such thinking suggests that the community of global health law scholars ought to
begin consideration of including amongst that field’s recognized foundational social
virtues, one by which the planet is encouraged to be treated by both science and
governance systems as a patient14 and new technology facilitating environmental
sustainability treated as a form of planetary medicine.15 This might result in environ-
mental sustainability being added to the standard bioethics canon of autonomy, non-
maleficence, beneficence, and justice in a new sub-specialty of ‘planetary medicine’ that
linked the sciences of epidemiology, environmental safety, and a global expanded
conception of physiology.16 Issues of climate change, poverty, and lack of access to
healthy food and fuel could then be viewed, not (as they have traditionally) as issues of
distributive justice, but as global environment pathologies to be remedied in part by
commitment to environmental sustainability amongst systems of global health law.

That the virtue of ecological sustainability has an inseparable connection with global
health was an idea influentially propounded by ecoeconomists such as Ernest Schuma-
cher (with his concept of ‘small (and local) is beautiful’) and Kenneth Boulding (with his
idea of ‘Spaceship Earth’ as a closed economy requiring recycling of resources).17 In doing

13 D. Jamieson, ‘Ethics, Public Policy, Global Warming’ in D. Jamieson (ed), Morality’s Progress:
Essays on Humans, Other Animals and the Rest of Nature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003) 282;
R. Cunningham, ‘The Tragedy of (Ignoring) the Information Semicommons: A Cultural Environ-
mental Perspective’ (2010) 4 Akron Intellectual Property Journal 1; P.G. Harris, ‘Reconceptualizing
Global Governance’ in J.S. Dryzek, R.S. Norgaard, and D. Schlosberg, Climate Change and Society
(Oxford: OUP, 2011) 639; W.F. Baber and R.V. Bartlett, ‘The Role of International Law in Global
Governance’ in Climate Change and Society (see previously) 652.
14 T. McMichael, ‘The Biosphere, Health and “Sustainability” ’ (2002) 297 Science 1093;

J. Lovelock, Gaia, the Practical Science of Planetary Medicine (London: OUP, 1991).
15 T.A. Faunce, ‘Governing Planetary Nanomedicine: Environmental Sustainability and a

UNESCO Universal Declaration on the Bioethics and Human Rights of Natural and Artificial
Photosynthesis (Global Solar Fuels and Foods)’ (2012) 6 Nanoethics 15.
16 T.L. Beauchamp and J.F. Childress, Principles of Biomedical Ethics (New York: OUP, 2012).
17 E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful: A Study of Economics as if People Mattered (London: Random

House, 2011); K.E. Boulding, ‘The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth’ in H. Jarrett (ed),
Environmental Quality in a Growing Economy (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966).
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this, the former drew upon Buddhist ethical principles and virtues, while the latter relied
upon those from the Quaker tradition. The economist Herman Daly similarly drew on
the laws of thermodynamics and the tendency of the universe to greater entropy (dispersal
of energy) to champion the idea of a steady state economy.18

The fundamental connection to environmental sustainability is also implicit in many
of the central normative statements of global health law. Article 12 of the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), for example, proclaims
the ‘right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical
and mental health’.19 There are countless examples of threats to human health, as
projected by this chapter, caused by the disruption of the sustainability of ecosystems,
for example the contamination of water and food supply, and air pollution leading to
acute respiratory diseases; and authoritative backing (through the General Comment
on the Right to Health of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(CESCR), ‘international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and tech-
nical’) for States to satisfy obligations related to them.20

An issue that needs to be considered in this context is the relationship between
‘environmental sustainability’ and ‘sustainable development’. Principle 1 of the Rio
Declaration states that ‘human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable
development [and] they are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with
nature’.21 The Stockholm Declaration affirms that a ‘[hu]man has the fundamental
right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of quality
that permits a life of dignity’.22 The World Commission on Forests and Sustainable
Development likewise explicitly states that the whole issue of forest ecosystems is about
people. The report compiles the number of lives and livelihoods lost as a result of
disruption in the forest ecosystem.23

In international law, the concept of sustainability wends back to human economic
concerns in areas such as forestry and fisheries—‘sustainability’meant the maintenance
of the long-term productivity of these resources. The Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance (Ramsar Convention) uses the phrase ‘wise use’ instead of
sustainability. Sustainable utilization thus was defined as ‘the human use of wetland so
that it may yield the greatest continuous benefit to present generations while main-
taining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future generations’.24 The
Brundtland Report, by the United Nations Commission on Environment and Devel-
opment, defined sustainable development as ‘meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs’.25

18 T.A. Faunce, Nanotechnology for a Sustainable World. Global Artificial Photosynthesis as the Moral
Culmination of Nanotechnology (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2012).
19 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, adopted 16 December 1966,

entered into force 1 March 1976, 993 UNTS 3.
20 CESCR ‘General Comment 14’ in ‘The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health’

(1994) UN Doc E/C.12.2000/4.
21 UNCED, ‘Rio Declaration on Environment and Development’ (1992) UNDoc A/CONF.151/

26 (vol I).
22 UNGA, ‘Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment’ (1972)

UN Doc A/Conf.48/14/Rev 1.
23 E. Salim, O. Ullsten, and World Commission on Forests and Sustainable Development, Our

Forests, Our Future: Report of the World Commission on Forests and Sustainable Development (Cam-
bridge: CUP, 1999).
24 Convention on Wetlands of International Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat, adopted

2 February 1971, entered into force 21 December 1975, 996 UNTS 245.
25 G.H. Brundtland, and World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common

Future (New York: OUP, 1987).
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Judge Weeramantry of the International Court of Justice stated, in Gabcikovo-
Nagymaros Project (Hungary v Slovakia), that the principle of sustainable development,
as formulated in the Brundtland Report, the Rio Declaration, and United
Nations Agenda 21, forms part of the basic principle of law of civilized nations under
Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice. He stated that damage
to the environment could impair and undermine all the human rights spoken of in the
United Nations Universal Declaration on Human Rights and other human rights
instruments. Thus, he held, while governments have the right to initiate development
projects for the benefit of their people, there is likewise a duty to ensure that those
projects do not significantly damage the environment.26 Such statements represented,
as is characteristic of some of the great judicial dissents, a prescient and visionary
jurisprudential extension of sympathy and understanding.

The judge found the principle of sustainable development supported by resolutions
of the United Nations General Assembly, and various United Nations conventions
(treaties binding under international law), such as the United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification in those Countries Experiencing Serious Droughts and/or
Desertification, Particularly in Africa (UNCCD), the UNFCCC, and the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD). The CBD, for the purpose of creating international
legal norms, defines an ecosystem as a ‘dynamic complex of plant, animal and micro-
organism communities and their non-living environment interacting as a functional
unit’.27

The majority in Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v Slovakia), while not going
quite so far, also held:

Throughout the ages, mankind has, for economic and other reasons, constantly interfered with
nature. In the past, this was often done without consideration of the effects upon the environ-
ment. Owing to new scientific insights and to a growing awareness of the risks for mankind—for
present and future generations—of pursuit of such interventions at an unconsidered and
unabated pace, new norms and standards have been developed, set forth in a great number of
instruments during the last two decades. Such new norms have to be taken into consideration,
and such new standards given proper weight, not only when States contemplate new activities but
also when continuing with activities begun in the past. This need to reconcile economic
development with protection of the environment is aptly expressed in the concept of sustainable
development.28

Sustainable development is likely to emerge reasonably soon as a principle of inter-
national customary law; environmental sustainability represents a much deeper and
more complex jurisprudential challenge. A more ready-made way, however, in which
environmental sustainability may appear in the normative foundations of global health
law involves the precautionary principle. This emerged in German regulatory policy
during the 1970s and rapidly spread through the international policy arena. The
precautionary principle has now been incorporated into a number of specific laws on
environmental protection relating to the ozone layer, climate change, biological

26 Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v Slovakia) [1997] ICJ Rep 7.
27 S. Stec, ‘Do Two Wrongs Make a Right? Adjudicating Sustainable Development in the Danube

Dam Case’ (1999) 29Golden Gate University Law Review 317. Also supporting the norm of sustainable
development, Judge Weeramantry held, were the preamble of the North American Free Trade
Agreement between Canada, Mexico, and the United States, the preamble to the Marrakesh Agree-
ment of 1994, establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO), as well as various key statements of
the World Bank Group, the Asian Development Bank, the African Development Bank, the Inter-
American Development Bank, and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
28 Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v Slovakia) [1997] ICJ Rep 7, 78.
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diversity, and fisheries management; it explicitly extends to the protection of human
health generally, notably in food safety.29

The precautionary principle was a philosophical challenge against policies and laws
that demanded an often unrealistic level of scientific certainty about risks of marketing
or otherwise introducing new technologies before recommending or implementing
public health and environment protection measures. One well known international
enunciation of the precautionary principle is found in Principle 15 of the Rio Declar-
ation: ‘Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific
certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost effective measures to prevent
environmental degradation.’30 The development and application of the precautionary
principle in connection with new technologies, however, is perceived as a contentious
threat to foreign investment and multinational corporate profits, highlighting the
disjunction between global public health objectives and the core corporate aim of
maximizing shareholder profit.

The United Nations Millennium Development Goals more explicitly support recog-
nition of environmental sustainability as a foundational social virtue alongside distribu-
tive justice and respect for human dignity.31 These goals require nation states to:

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability (emphasis added)
Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development

3. Introduction to Global Artificial Photosynthesis
Virtually all energy and food utilized by humans is derived from the sun through what
is arguably life’s greatest invention: photosynthesis (critically involving the capacity to
store solar energy in transportable and readily transformable chemical bonds). Photo-
synthesis allows plants, algae, and some bacteria to capture photons and by using them
to split water and reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide, to store that energy as biomass
whilst liberating oxygen to build our protective and supporting atmosphere.

Photosynthesis is absolutely critical to the global health of human societies and their
biosphere. Plants use photosynthesis to supply our energy as food (either directly or
through livestock). Industrialization and human development (with all their positive
benefits as well as detriments to global health) have been driven by the exploitation of
‘archived photosynthesis’ fuels (such as coal, oil, and natural gas) trapped geologically
over billions of years. The use of these non-renewable resources of ‘ancient photosyn-
thesis’ has assisted global human health, but at the same time is undermining it through
the production of atmospheric greenhouse gases and pollution. A global public policy

29 O. McIntyre and T. Mosedale, ‘The Precautionary Principle as a Norm of Customary Inter-
national Law’ (1997) 9 Journal of Environmental Law 221.
30 Rio Declaration (n 21) Principle 15.
31 United Nations, ‘Millennium Development Goals Report 2011’ (New York, 2011).
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consensus is developing that basing our economy on such ‘archived photosynthesis’
fuels is not consistent with basic norms supporting global human health, however they
may be characterized.

Key challenges to meeting this threat involve shaping the governance conditions to
encourage research and investment in renewable energy technologies. One of the most
obvious sources for such sustainable energy is the vast nuclear reactor already positioned
at a safe and workable distance from our planet. The average European consumption of
primary energy (the energy of primary fuels, not including the energy in the food that
they eat) is 125 kWh/day/person.32 The 125 kWh/day of power required for a fulfilling
standard of living is a quantitative target; it is the basic amount of energy that all people
must have access to in an equal and just global society. Those presently enjoying access
to that amount of energy are not doing so equitably, because those energy needs are
being met through the consumption of fossil fuels. Humanity currently consumes 402
EJ of energy per year; by 2050 that is expected to rise to 590–1050 EJ/year. However,
the amount of solar energy striking the earth is approximately 3.9 x 106 EJ/year.

With appropriate global governance, it should be possible to utilize this abundance
of solar energy to meet our energy needs. Biofuel production represents one such
attempt to sustainably utilize solar energy trapped as biomass as fuel; but it competes
with food production for valuable land and water resources. Furthermore, it has been
estimated that devoting 3000 m2 per person33 to biofuel production would generate
only 36 kWh. Solar photovoltaic systems are also inefficient harvesters of this energy;
200 m2 of solar photovoltaics per person, operating at 10 per cent efficiency, has been
calculated as generating ~50 kWh/day.34 These hypotheticals are not concerned with
the safe and equitable processing, storage, or distribution of that energy.

Just and sustainable access to energy and food is not possible utilizing our current
systems with the projected increases of human population. If the efficiency of natural
photosynthesis can be improved and particularly if it can be engineered into all human-
created structures on the surface of this planet, this equation can change. This is one of
the great potential benefits of global artificial photosynthesis to global health and global
health law. Researchers in nanotechnology and synthetic biology have already made
great advances in improving upon or mimicking photosynthesis; with the aim of
allowing the localized conversion of sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide into fuel for
heating, cooking, lighting, and transport at low cost.35 The capture of solar energy as
fuel improves storage options for renewable energy.

Artificial photosynthesis could also allow each human structure to generate simple
foodstuffs or to fertilize the soil about it through not only atmospheric carbon dioxide
reduction but nitrogen fixation. Ammonia (NH3) provides the bulk of the world’s fertilizer
but the Haber-Bosch process is energy intensive (requiring 1 to 2 per cent of the world’s
annual energy production). Someplants (legumes) enter into a symbiosiswith nitrogen-fixing

32 D.J.C. Mackay, Sustainable Energy—Without the Hot Air (Cambridge: UIT Cambridge, 2008)
204.
33 The per capita land area of the Earth is ~21,805 m2. Of the land area of Earth 13.1% is arable,

4.7% is permanent crops, and 26% is permanent pastures.
34 Mackay, Sustainable Energy (n 32) 41.
35 T.A. Faunce, W. Lubitz, A.W. Rutherford et al, ‘Energy and Environment Policy Case for a

Global Project on Artificial Photosynthesis’ (2013) 6(3) Energy and Environmental Science 695; J.
K. Hurst, ‘In Pursuit of Water Oxidation Catalysts for Solar Fuel Production’ (2010) 328 Science 315;
T.A Faunce, ‘Future Perspectives on Solar Fuels’ in T. Wydrzynski and W. Hillier (eds), Molecular
Solar Fuels Book Series: Energy (Cambridge: Royal Society of Chemistry, 2012) 506; T.A. Faunce,
‘Towards Global Artificial Photosynthesis (Global Solar Fuels): Energy, Nanochemistry and Govern-
ance’ (2012) 65 Australian Journal of Chemistry 557.
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bacteria, called rhizobia. Rhizobia can convert atmospheric nitrogen into ammonia
using a nitrogenase enzyme, a process that is energy intensive. The legume host
provides the energy for this process through photosynthesis. Whilst directly genetic-
ally engineering nitrogenase into plants is impractical at present because the func-
tioning of nitrogenase within the rhizobia is dependent on the bacteria being enclosed
in a peribacteroid membrane within a specialized nodule, such limitations are not as
much a barrier for a fully artificial photosynthetic system. Ammonia meets the US
Department of Energy (DOE) 2015 H2 storage target for H2 based transport fuels. It
can be blended with diesel for a fuel that releases H2O and N2 when combusted.36

The production of carbon-neutral hydrogen fuel by artificial photosynthesis is
particularly relevant to the global health challenges facing humanity and its environ-
ment, because burning hydrogen produces fresh water as a by-product. Whether
constructed for use in individual dwellings and structures or located in large plants
(where the photon capture and water splitting are temporally and geographically
separated), artificial photosynthesis systems could be used to provide food and fuel
even on marginal lands, whilst actively reducing atmospheric carbon dioxide levels.

4. Governing Global Artificial Photosynthesis with Justice
and Environmental Sustainability

Assuming that research in artificial photosynthesis ends up producing a safe, inexpen-
sive, and practical device for globally distributed, personalized energy that can be made
equitably available to citizens, the capacity of governments to promote and/or subsidize
(or for industry to invest in this field) may depend to a large extent on the outcomes of
debates about how domestic and international environmental and human rights law
should interact with trade and investment law. Whether environmental sustainability
comes to be recognized as being equally important as distributive justice as a founda-
tional social virtue underpinning such normative systems is likely to be central to how
such debates are resolved.

A critical aspect of this interaction is likely to involve the property rights regime and
specifically patents, either over core aspects of the photosynthetic process or over central
components of a successful artificial photosynthetic system. Enforceable patent rights
will undoubtedly determine the trend towards innovation in this field and many large
corporations seeking to invest in it will not risk doing so without a portfolio of
hundreds of patents.37 Unless appropriately regulated, the patent system may have a
negative impact on scientific collaboration, as appears to have occurred with patents
over synthetic organisms and proteins.38

Patents over the key components of artificial photosynthesis technology, such as
antenna systems, reaction centers, water catalysts, carbon dioxide reduction, and
nitrogen fixation components, will overlap, be hard to identify, fragmented in

36 R. Michalsky, B.J. Parman, V. Amanor-Boadu, and P.H. Pfromm. ‘Solar Thermochemical
Production of Ammonia from Water, Air and Sunlight: Thermodynamic and Economic Analyses’
(2012) 42 Energy 251.
37 P. Drahos, ‘Energy, Technology and Property: How they Fit Together’ ANU Energy Change

Open Day, 29 October 2012.
38 M. Blakeney, ‘International Intellectual Property Jurisprudence after TRIPS’ in D. Vaver and

L. Bently (eds), Intellectual Property in the New Millennium (Cambridge: CUP, 2004) 3; M.K. Cho
and D.A. Relman, ‘Synthetic “Life”, Ethics, National Security, and Public Discourse’ (2010) 329
Science 38.
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ownership, and be tactically broad.39 Patent litigation will almost certainly result,
especially as commercial competitors require access to each other’s technology and
‘patent trolls’ seek to capitalize on uncertainty as they have in the field of biotechnol-
ogy, tactically acquiring patents to profit from evolving research needs.40 The patenting
of photosynthesis is likely to be as controversial as the patenting of genes, as it is a
process essential to life on earth.41 There will be uncertainty as to whether patents
encompass the products of artificial photosynthesis in addition to the processes and
mechanisms.42 A ‘patent thicket’ may emerge if the IP landscape of artificial photo-
synthesis becomes fragmented amongst multiple patent holders and research be
hindered by the high cost of negotiating multiple licences, especially as each patent
holder will seek to maximize the profitability of licensing access.43

One model for consideration, in terms of enhancing distributive justice and envir-
onmental sustainability as a balance to corporate monopoly rights in this area, involves
the Open Innovation Network, which purchases patents related to the computer
operating system Linux to ensure that they are not exploited.44 Another option
promoting longer-term environmental sustainability as a goal of innovation involves
investing the core IP in a single patent pool to which all competitors could have
access.45 Patent pools may be utilized to overcome the problem of fragmented IP,
but it is important that they don’t exclude parties or they risk acting as cartels and
violating anti-monopoly laws.46

An open source model for a publicly funded global artificial photosynthesis (GAP)
project may be used to drive efficient outcomes. Publicly funded researchers could
deposit their IP in an openly accessible repository to which private concerns could gain
access in exchange for making their own IP accessible. Calls for public-private linkage
grants could require private firms to specify the duration for which they would keep
their IP closed, creating a bidding process where competing firms would lower that
duration in order to gain access to linkage project materials.47 Open source models
include the Cambia’s BiOS (Biological Open Source) initiative, the Initiative for Open
Innovation by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Lemelson Foundation,
and the BioBricks Foundation.48 Yet, it is unclear whether positing environmental
sustainability as a foundational virtue for global health law would itself promote such
endeavours to any greater or lesser extent than would reliance on distributive justice.

Another area where a more explicit acknowledgement of the normative importance
of environmental sustainability could make a difference concerns the use of trade and
investment law to restrict the development and implementation of renewable energy

39 G. van Overwalle, E. van Zimmeren, B. Verbeure, and G. Matthijs, ‘Models for Facilitating
Access to Patents on Genetic Inventions’ (2006) 7 Nature Reviews Genetics 143.
40 B. Verbeure, ‘Patent Pooling for Gene-based Diagnostic Testing: Conceptual Framework’ in

G. van Overwalle (ed), Gene Patents and Collaborative Licensing Models (Cambridge: CUP, 2009) 3.
41 L.J. Demaine and A.X. Fellmeth, ‘Reinventing the Double Helix: A Novel and Nonobvious

Reconceptualization of the Biotechnology Patents’ (2002) 55 Stanford Law Review 303.
42 J. Calvert, ‘Patenting Genomic Objects: Genes, Genomes, Function and Information’ (2007) 16

Science as Culture 207.
43 J. Henkel and S.M. Maurer, ‘Unbottling the Genes’ (2009) 12 Nature Biotechnology 1095.
44 Verbeure, ‘Patent Pooling’ (n 40) 3.
45 Henkel and Maurer, ‘Unbottling the Genes’ (n 43).
46 J.A. Goldstein, ‘Critical Analysis of Patent Pools’ in G. van Overwalle (ed), Gene Patents and

Collaborative Licensing Models (Cambridge: CUP, 2009) 50.
47 Henkel and Maurer, ‘Unbottling the Genes’ (n 43).
48 BIOS, <http://www.bios.net/daisy/bios/mta.html>; Initiative for Open Innovation, <http://

www.openinnovation.org/daisy/ioi/home.html>; BioBrick Foundation, <http://bbf.openwetware.
org/>.
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technologies. In July 2011, for example, Texas-based Mesa Power Group LLC served
Canada with an investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) claim under the North Ameri-
can Free Trade Agreement’s (NAFTA) Chapter 11 in connection with Ontario’s solar
feed-in tariff (FiT) program. Ontario’s FiT program has also been challenged by Japan
and the European Union under Article 2.1 of the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related
Investment Measures (TRIMs Agreement), which restricts states’ freedom to impose
domestic content performance requirements despite exceptions relevant to the protection
of the environment in paragraphs (b) and (g) of Article XX of GATT 1994.49

The Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) was signed in Lisbon in December 1994 with a
Protocol on Energy Efficiency and Related Environmental Aspects (PEEREA) (both in
force April 1998). The ECT was designed for the protection of foreign investments
(national treatment or most-favoured nation treatment) and to provide non-discrim-
inatory conditions for trade in energy materials, products, and energy-related equip-
ment based on WTO rules and to ensure reliable cross-border energy transit flows
through pipelines, grids, and other means of transport. It, too, could well be at the
forefront of efforts by multinational corporations with substantial investments in the
electricity grid, in centralized ‘ancient photosynthesis’ fuel supplies (coal, oil, and
natural gas) to impede the development of competitive solar fuels technologies.
A claim has already been brought against Spain, for example, under the ECT by a
group of fourteen investors over that nation’s retrospective cuts to solar energy tariffs.
Foreign investors are also challenging the Italian government, under the ECT or
bilateral investment treaties (BITs), over its efforts to roll back FiTs in the country’s
booming solar energy sector.50

Rebadging the International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development
(ICTSD) as the International Centre for Trade and Environmental Sustainability
(ICTES) and requiring related dispute resolution proceedings to specifically address
issues of environmental sustainability and reorganizing the WTO as the World Trade
and Environmental Sustainability Organisation (WTESO), should be on the reform
agenda for global health law. Such developments could have far-reaching implications
for the engagement of the trade and investment law regime with the other components
of a global social contract as represented, for example, by international human rights
and international environmental law.

5. Global Artificial Photosynthesis (GAP) as Common
Heritage of Humanity

Placing greater emphasis on environmental sustainability would undoubtedly assist in
the transformation of various areas of public international law. One such example is
that under which important features of our natural world, such as our natural and
cultural heritage, the moon, outer space, the deep sea bed, and Antarctica are declared
‘Common Heritage of Humanity’. Now that the molecular structure of natural
photosynthesis is almost fully revealed, excessive patenting and its restrictions of access

49 V. Font. ‘TheWTO vOntario’, 30 October 2012, Renewable Energy World, available at <http://
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2012/10/the-wto-vs-ontario-addressing-the-bigger-
picture-of-trade-and-renewable-energy?cmpid=SolarNL-Tuesday-October30-2012> (accessed 4
November 2012). M. Sornarajah, ‘A Law for Need or a Law for Greed?: Restoring the Lost Law in
the International Law of Foreign Investment’ (2006) 123 International Environmental Agreements 329.
50 T.A.Faunce, ‘Will International Trade Law Promote or Inhibit Global Artificial Photosynthesis?’

(2011) 6 Asian Journal of WTO and International Health Law and Policy 313.
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to information will not be far behind. This could be the right time to declare the
molecular structure of photosynthesis ‘Common Heritage of Humanity’ under public
international law.

If so, there would be five primary implications. First, artificial photosynthesis could
not be legally owned and could not be appropriated by public or private concerns.
Second, representatives of all nations would have to manage artificial photosynthesis on
behalf of all. Third, all nations must share with each other the benefits of exploiting
artificial photosynthesis, restraining the extent to which it can be exploited for profit,
given the technique’s status as a global public good. Fourth, no weaponry could be
developed employing artificial photosynthesis technology. Fifth, artificial photosyn-
thesis would have to be preserved for the benefit of future generations.51

Traditionally, the concept of ‘common heritage’ attached to a physical domain, a patch
of wilderness, or a cultural artifact that could be physically or materially degraded,
whereas the core component of artificial photosynthesis is likely to be knowledge. An
international body could be established to ensure that the relevant knowledge was
available to all and was preserved for future generations and their scientists. That same
body may work to ensure that artificial photosynthesis technology is not being integrated
into military platforms or interfered with as part of military operations. As with the
human genome, common heritage status would not halt the application of all patents in
this field, for example those that enhance the dissemination and improvement of the
technology. One illustrative possibility is that the most successful version of artificial
photosynthesis may rely upon a finite stock of a particular natural resource, perhaps as a
key water-splitting catalyst. Sustainable management of that resource for future gener-
ations would then become the concern of the international governing body.

Establishing artificial photosynthesis as the common heritage of humanity might be
analogous to existing claims seeking common heritage status for the genetic diversity of
agricultural crops, biodiversity, or the atmosphere.52 These claims are hard to establish.
Article 1 of the UNESCO Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human
Rights, is limited in the extent to which it claims common heritage status for the human
genome, stating: ‘The human genome underlies the fundamental unity of all members of
the human family, as well as the recognition of their inherent dignity and diversity. In a
symbolic sense, it is the heritage of humanity.’53 Only Article 4 gives the human genome
common heritage like status, stating: ‘The human genome in its natural state shall not
give rise to financial gains.’54 As an alternative to common heritage status, artificial
photosynthesis technology may be declared a global public good.

6. GAP and Safe Planetary Boundaries
Another manifestation of global health law based more firmly on environmental
sustainability as well as societal virtues such as distributive justice, involves the potential
for GAP to assist nation states with fulfilling enforceable obligations (for example under
an international convention) concerning ‘safe’ planetary boundaries in terms of changes
in land use and land cover; coastal and maritime ecosystems; stratospheric ozone

51 Faunce, ‘Governing Planetary Nanomedicine (n 15).
52 T.A. Faunce, ‘Governing Nanotechnology for Solar Fuels: Towards a Jurisprudence of Global

Artificial Photosynthesis’ (2011) 2 Renewable Energy Law and Policy 160.
53 UNGA, Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights (1998) UN Doc A/

RES/53/152.
54 Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights (n 53) Art 4.
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depletion; ocean acidification; chemical pollution; atmospheric aerosol loading; riverine
flow; interference with nitrogen, carbon, and phosphorus cycles; climate change; global
freshwater use; and biological diversity loss (terrestrial and marine).55

The role of global artificial photosynthesis (engineered into all human structures)
could be to technologically ease the pressure on natural systems to remain vital contribu-
tors to our economy, allowing policy-makers the space to grant such ecosystems protected
status. This approach to the development of global health law may be said to rest on
differing branches of scientific enquiry related to environmental sustainability. These
include ecological economics, global change research, and sustainability science, as well as
research into resilience and its links to complex dynamics and self-regulation of living
systems, emphasizing thresholds and shifts between states.56 The call for such global
environmental sustainability parameters to become legal boundaries parallels the move-
ment to grant enforceable rights (through human guardians) to ecosystems.57

Shaping such planet physiological boundaries of environmental sustainability into
enforceable norms of global health law to which GAP is addressed will be complicated,
however, by many factors including that not all processes or subsystems on Earth have
well-defined thresholds. Further, human actions that undermine the resilience of such
processes or subsystems—for example land and water degradation—can increase the
risk that thresholds will also be crossed in other processes, such as the climate system.58

7. Conclusion
The argument presented here is that global health law, particularly as it confronts
challenges related to defining and making legally enforceable the safe boundaries for
long-term human occupation of the Earth, should begin to develop an appreciation of
environmental sustainability as a non-anthropocentric foundational social virtue of
equal importance to distributive justice. Global artificial photosynthesis has been
briefly examined as a case study of how this shift in normative understanding might
receive a technological impetus to allow the development of normative instruments and
concepts coherent with long-term stewardship of humanity over the earth. Positing
environmental sustainability as a foundational social virtue alongside distributive justice
in global health law is likely to enhance the focus of that system on utilizing technolo-
gies such as artificial photosynthesis to meet humanity’s energy needs for this and
future generations, while ensuring it dwells amongst a resilient ecosystem.

In this context an important point should be emphasized. In the past, technological
developments have assisted the normative evolution of ideals (like human equality) into
enforceable legal obligations by easing the economic pressures that required exploit-
ation. May it not be that artificial photosynthesis, once engineered into every human
structure, by taking the pressure off the natural environment to provide resources for
us, will facilitate the recognition, in next generation global health law, that components
of that environment are entitled to be protected by enforceable rights?

55 W. Steffen, P.J. Crutzen, and J.R McNeill, ‘The Anthropocene: Are Humans now Overwhelm-
ing the Great Forces of Nature?’ (2007) 36 AMBIO: A Journal of the Human Environment 614.
56 T.A. Faunce, ‘Towards a Global Solar Fuels Project—Artificial Photosynthesis and the Transi-

tion from Anthropocene to Sustainocene’ (2012) 49 Procedia. Engineering 348. T.A Faunce, S. Styring,
M. Wasielewski et al, ‘Artificial Photosynthesis as a Frontier Technology for Energy Sustainability’.
(2013) 6 Energy and Environmental Science 1074.
57 Council of Canadians, Global Exchange, and Fundacion Pachamama, ‘Does Nature Have

Rights?: Transforming Grassroots Organizing to Protect People and the Planet’ (San Francisco, 2010).
58 J. Rockström, W. Steffen, K. Noone, Å. Persson et al, ‘A Safe Operating Space for Humanity’

(2009) 461 Nature 472.
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